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Phases of relationship do not differ even among Moldova women. Every relationship generally starts with
casual dates to understand each other better. Then next comes the romantic stage where you end up being
more attached and intimate to one another. And maybe after that, you think it’s time to tie the knot? Think
again. Before that happens, you’re going to have to go through the “meet my parents and my entire family”
stage.
Most European women have very close family bonds, so sooner or later, if you’re in a serious relationship,
you’re going to have to meet the folks along with everyone else in the family. This is very true when it comes to
Moldova women.
Meeting the whole family is a big deal for them and therefore it
has to be ideal. Below are a few important things to consider
when planning to meet the love of your life and her family for
the first time:
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Tip 1: Your appearance will matter
Moldova ladies like to dress smart and wear fashionable but casual clothes. This is similarly true with their loved
ones. Don’t worry too much though. They will not be distressed when you pair different colouts in one outfit since
the only thing they care about is you being good enough for their daughter. Just ensure that you portray this with
your image and looks. Dress accordingly, shave, get a haircut, etc.
Tip 2: Offer gifts
Offering gifts is a tradition in Moldova and most European countries. Among the best gifts for her mother are beautiful flowers. It’s a nice gesture and you must
admit that any woman will love a bouquet of flowers any day of the week. Another wonderful gift that you can bring is wine or liquor for her father. Her dad will
certainly enjoy such gesture and may even ask you to join him for a handful of drinks later on.
Tip 3: Give compliments
Parents always feel happy and proud if others tell them that they did a great job in raising their kids or daughter. You must not ignore this when you meet with
them. Provide compliments and don’t be shy to share your feelings for their daughter. This just demonstrates how well you know her and how truthful your
intentions and interests really are.
Tip 4: Work on your natural charm
Don’t worry if you don’t have natural sex appeal because all you need to do to be charming is to be interested in other people. It is that simple. Just look and feel
confident and talk smartly all throughout your date. Don’t be quiet, instead, offer to help, ask questions, pay compliments, interact with everyone and so forth.
Everyone will love you for it!
And most importantly, just be honest and be yourself. Don’t go over board and don’t pretend to be someone you’re not. If you are nice and your intentions are
clear, every parent will see that and will give you their love and full support.
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